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The main aim of this note is to give a somewhat shorter and simplified 
proof of a theorem of M. Artin [l] as generalized by Procesi [5]. 
THEQREM 1. An associative ring R (with a unit) is an Azumaya algebra 
of rank 7z2 if and only if it satisfies: 
(I) R satisfies all polynomial identities of M,(Z), the ring of all n x n 
matrices over the ring of integers U. 
(2) For all maximal ideals M in R, the quotient &zg R/M does not satisfy 
an identity of M,-l(Z). 
The proof follows the general ideas of Procesi and Artin with a diversion 
in the localizing procedure and the use of new central identities of lU&Z> in 
the line of Formanek [4], though the use of these identities is not essential 
and could be replaced by other known identities as in [5]. 
As a corollary of steps in the proof we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a prime Azumaya algebra of rank 9, then 
algebraic over its center of degree <n 2. F~~t~~e~rno~e, R has a trace 
Tr: R ---f Cent(R) and Tr(R) = R. 
CENTRAL IDENTITIES 
Let k be a commutative ring (31) and f[t, ,..., En+r] = Zq,;~~~ *.. e>-?; 
be a polynomial in commutative indeterminates fi with coefficients in k. 
We make correspond to f[E] two polynomials in noncommutative indeter- 
minates x, y1 , y2 ,..., yn as follows: 
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m-1 
qf[x, y] = c &q”) x”~y~+py~+2 *.. Xv-y;+nX”n+l 
i=o 
B-1 
= 2 Pfh Yi+1 >-**> Yi+nl, (2) 
where the indices yj are taken mod n. 
Let ,A be a K-algebra which is a central simple algebra of dimension na over 
its center (compare with [4]). 
THEOREM 3. (i) If f[& ,..., L+J vanishes for all substitutions & = & 
for i #.A then pf[x,yl ,..., yJ = 0 holds identically in A. 
(ii) If f [a vanishes for si = & except ,$I = &+1 then A satisjies the 
identity pY[x, yl ,..., y,,] x - xp,[x, y1 ,..., yJ = 0 “and generally” p,[x, y] 
does not vanish identically in A. 
(iii) lff[fl satis$es (ii) andfor tl = &+1 , f [tl ,..., & , cl] is symmetric 
in the &‘s then A satisfies the central identity 
4fh Yl ,***, YJ s - ?Tfi?, Yl ,***9 ml = 0 
and generally qJx, y] does not vanish in A. 
Consider first the case A is the ring of all n x n matrices over c the 
algebraic closure of the field R(&) f o ra ional functions in an infinite number t 
of commutative indeterminates. First note that 
where Ei, is the standard basis of the matrix ring and X is the diagonal matrix 
&J% + &&a + *a* + U4zn . 
Indeed, 
which proves (3). 
Hence, if f satisfies (i) of our theorem, then pf[Xo, Yr ,,.., YJ = 0 for a 
diagonal X0 and arbitrary Yj since it is linear in the Y’s. If X is a generic 
matrix, then TXT-1 = X0 is a diagonal matrix in some algebraically closed 
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field and, therefore, if X, Y, ,..., Y, are generic matrices (i.e., matrices 
whose entries are commutative indeterminates) then, 
p,[X, k; Y...> Y,] = T-lp,[TXT-l, TYT-I,..., TY,T-l] T = T-l 
which proves that pJ’X, Y] = 0 for generic matrices, and therefore 
p,[x, yl = 0 identically in every central simple algebras A of dim n2 over 
its center: since these are embeddable in matrices of order n over commutative 
fields. 
If f [f] satisfies (ii), then (3) implies that p,[X, , ES1kl ,...I is diagonal, an 
consecmently, 
j$ = pr[X,, > E&, ,...I Xo - X,p,[Xo , -G,s ,...I = 0. 
Following the preceding proof one shows that &LX, Yr ?..., Y%] = 0 for a 
diagonal X and arbitrary Yi and as before this will complete the proof that 
&LX, Y] = 0 holds in A. The proof that p,[x, y1 Sq.Ss yJ # 
follow as in the following proof of part (iii) of our theorem. I-Here we compute 
as in (3) and obtain, for a permutation (ii, is )...) $J of (1, %,.~.p n): 
since I&, , Ei, ,..., Ein , &,I is symmetric in the &‘s. In all the cases of 
substitution (EiYLY) we get qf[X, Eilyl ,...I = 0. 
q&c yx 7.**, Y,] 2 - Zq,[X, k; )...) k;L] = 0 
for arbitrary Yz and Z and diagonal X. A3 in the proof of (i) this leads to the 
proof that qf[x, y] z - zqJx, y] = 0 holds in A. Finally, to show that 
qf[x, y] + 0 in A (and hence also p,[xs y] + 0), we show: 
LEMMA 4.l Let a E A be such that its cha~a~te~~st~c roots (CQ) are all 
dazerent and ;f f [f] satisfies (iii) (or (ii)) and f [aI ).*., 01, ) ccl] # 0, theta there 
are b, ).~., b, E A such that qJa, b, >.‘., b,zl # 0 (~~[a, b, ,.‘.) bn] # 0). 
We shall refer to elements a satisfying the condition of this lemma as 
separable elements. 
Consider the central simple algebra A embeddable in a matrix ring A&( 
over an algebraic closed field K. In this ring a is similar to a diagonal matrix 
as = 2L& and thus, qf[ao , El, , .Ez3 ,..., I&,] = f [aI )...) 01, , CX,]~ rf 
Now a0 = qaq-l, and q-‘E; i+lq f n/l,(K) which has also a base over 
consisting of elements of A since A @ K = ~V~(pi;), and, therefore, we must 
1 The present shorter proof is due to Procesi. 
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have qJa, b, ,..., b,] + 0 for some ba E A. This lemma gives the meaning of 
“generally” to part (iii) and similarly to (ii). 
To obtain the Formanek identity ([4]) one considers the polynomial 
6 = wl>*‘-, &+1) = fJ (6 - &M,,l 
2,...,n 
- 5i) n & - fd2, 
i=2 i<i 
and we prove the following. 
LEMMA 5. For any central simple algebra A of dim na over its center, 
4d% Yl ,..., y%] + 0 in A. In fact q,[a, y1 ,..., yJ + 0 for separable a E A. 
Furthermore, ifg(f, ,..., f,) is a symmetric polynomial in the & then 
4&,Yl 9..‘> Ynl = &> 4d‘% YI >.**3 Ynl, (5) 
where joy a E A the element g(a) = g(ol, ,..., . a,) wzth a:z the characteristic roots 
of a. 
Indeed, clearly 6(f) satisfies (iii) and 6(fr ,..., & , 5,) = niCj (& - fJ2, 
and so S[c~r ,..., an, ar] f 0 if all oli # aj . Thus, in view of Lemma 4, 
q&4 yl ,..., yJ + 0 for separable a E A. To prove that qS[x, y] + 0 in A, it 
suffices to show that A contains separable elements and this will be a con- 
sequence of the next lemma. To complete the proof we observe that for a 
diagonal X0 = L7&Eii it follows by (4) that 
qgs[X, , Ealiz, Ei,i, ,a.., E&i = g& ,..., &A 42~ ,.A.> E, , &I 1 
= g[& ,*-*, &i q&K, , Ei,i2 ,..., Ei,i,l, 
where (ir , i2 ,..., i,) is a permutation of I,..., Z. Also both sides are zero for all 
other substitutions {EiAle,}. This implies, by arguments of linearity that 
(*)qgd&, Yl ,..., W = g[fI ,..., GJ qd& , YI ,..., Yn] = 0 for arbitrary 
Y’s, and a generic diagonal matrix Y, . 
If X is a generic matrix, then TXT-1 = X,, for some T and since 
d& F”., Lz) is symmetric in the diagonal elements of X0, that is, in the 
characteristic roots of X, it is a polynomial in the basic symmetric functions, 
i.e., in the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of X which are 
polynomials in the entries of X. Thus, we may write g(fr ,..., &J = g(X), 
and if we replace Yi by T-lY,T we obtain 
0 = qJX,, T-lY,T,..., T?Y,T] 
- gu1 ,.*., Ll n&K,, T-lY,T,..., T-lYnTl 
= T-%,,iY, Yl >..., Ynl -g(X) q&f, Yl >a.., YnIK 
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since T-rX,,T = X and g[[] = g(X). This being valid for generic matrices 
implies its validity for A. 
We shall apply the result of Lemma 5 to the caseg = T[C] = c$, + ... $ 5, . 
n this case g(X) = Tr(X), and so 
q,Ex, Yl ,“‘, ynl = Tr(4 4&, 35 7-T 2-d !Y) 
in every central simple algebra of dimension n2 over its center. 
Choose g = ck(Q = .L& . fi, . .. Ei, the basic symmet 
E I ,.“> E, and set qkb, y1 ,-.., ~7 = ck(x) q&, y1 ,.-.r~nls 
and put q0 = qs . The functions (- l)“ck(X) are the c 
charact tic polynomial of a generic matrix X. It follows, therefore, by the 
Cayley amilton theorem that the following holds for generic matrices and, 
therefore, in every central simple algebra if dim n2 over its center: 
qo[x,yl,...,YnlXn-ql[x,yl ,.‘., yn]a++ I.. 
+ (- 1)” 4& Yl ,.*., Ynl = 
LEMMA 6. Let A be a central simple algebra of dim ~9 over its center and 
A, the additive group generated by all separable elements of A, thhen A, = 
Clearly, A, is a subspace of A over the center and invariant under the inner 
automorphisms of A. One can prove the lemma from general properties of 
such subspaces, but we rather prefer a straightforwar proof for this case. 
Consider first the case that Cent A = G is a fmite field, then A = J&(C). 
Let (us be a matrix of order n - 2 whose characteristic polynomial is separable 
and irreducible of degree n - 2, and such always exists (if n = 2 we disregar 
as). First we observe that 
is separable in M,(C) and (1 - E,,) re,(l + .E&) - q1 = E,, E A, . Mslso 
- a, = El1 e A, , 
Since A, is closed under inner automorphism it follows that all ES, E A, i 
and, thus, A, = A. 
If C is infinite, let 6(X) = IIf(ei - cj)” be the discriminant of the generic 
matrix X, then 6(X) is a polynomial in the entries of X. If we consider a 
base (a,> of A and X = Zqiq then 6(X) = h(~ I...) qn2) is a nonzero 
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polynomial in 7i since 6(X) + 0 in some A @ H = M,(H). As C is infinite 
hhO,.-, &) # 0 for some qio E C and thus a = ,ZT~O~~ is separable. Now i 
b E A is arbitrary, S(a + tb) is a polynomial in t which does not vanish fol 
t = 0, hence, S(u + t,b) + 0 f or some t, in the infinite field C. Consequently 
a and a + t,b are separable and b = t;‘(a + t,b) - a E A, . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The Azumaya algebras of rank n2 satisfy Theorem 1 [l]. The proof of the 
converse is our object. 
Following Procesi [5] we reduce the theorem to the case R a prime ring. 
This is carried out by representing R E Z[X,]/I, where {X,} are a set of 
generic matrices, and it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the ring ZIX,ll = 
jab-l; b. s 1 mod I} which is prime and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
[51- 
The ring R will be assumed, henceforth, to be a prime ring satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1. Let Q be the ring of quotients of R, then Q is a 
central simple algebra of dimension 9 over its center C = Cent Q. If M is 
a maximal ideal in R then by (2) of Theorem 1 it follows that the set 
RM = {ab-I; b regular mod M} C Q is a subring with a unique maximal 
ideal generated by M. 
We proceed now with the proof by steps: 
(A) For every maximal ideal M, Tr(R) C RfiI , where Tr(*) is the reduced 
trace map of Q. 
Indeed, first let Y E R whose class 7 is separable in R/M. It follows by 
Lemma 5 and (6) that there exists si E R such that q8[r, s1 ,..., sn] $0 (mod M) 
and so 
%z,[Y; $1 ,.‘., s,] = TrM(f) q8[y; ?i ,..., &J (7) 
in R/M and where TrM(*) is the reduced trace in R/M. On the other hand, 
in Q we have from (6) also the relation 
Theorem 3 implies that X = qs[r, S, ,..., s,J E Cent(Q) n R and by assumption 
h 6 M. The center of Q is a field and so Tr(r) = qJ-1 h-i E RM , which proves 
our assertion for separable r. In the general case, it follows by Lemma 6 that 
r = r1 + *a. + rk (mod M) with ri separable mod M. If ri is separable 
mod M then so is every element yi + m with m E M, and, thus, we can 
actually write r = rl + *.. + rlc for separable ri mod M. Thus, Tr(r) = 
2 Tr(rJ E R,+,, and, consequently, Tr(R) C RIM . 
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(B) R = fi RM and Cent(R) = n Cent(R,). ~~nseq~en~~y Tr(R) 
We follow partly [5]: Let q E (I R, consider the right ideal 1, = {r 
qr E R). If I, = R then q E R, and if this is not tbe case let L be a m 
ideal L = I, in R. Then R has an irreducible a~tire~rese~tat~o~ in 
/L with kernel P, which means that R/P is a primitive algebra and also 
satisfies a polynomial identity. It follows, therefore, by Kaplansky 
that RI is a simple ring and so P is a maximal ideal in 
4Erj%fC&, there exists Y E R regular mod P so that qy E 
T E I, LE. But for primitive ideals P, L 2 P and since L/P # 
belonging to L, cannot be regular mod P, contradiction, and, henc 
It follows now by (A) that Tr(R) C n R, = R. 
Rn Cent(Q) = R R,n GentQ = n(R, CT GentQ) 
(C) For every maximal ideal M, we have ~omrn~tat~~e diagram 
R-+-R/M 
J 4 
Cent R -+ Cent (R/~~ 
where the vertical maps are the trace maps and the ~o~~~~~ta~ maps aye the 
canonical maps. 
In view of Lemma 6, as in the proof of (A) it suffices to consider only 
separable r mod M. With the notation of (A), apply the map Y -+ F = 
r + Ida E R/M to (8) and we obtain q,[~, S, ,..., s,] = Tr(r) qS[p, S, ,,,*> s,] 
and now%(r) is well defined since Tr(r) E R. Compare the last equality with 
(7) and noting that q@, S, ,..., s,] is invertible in R/M being #Q in the 
center-we obtain that ?%@ = Tr,,,&) which proves (6). 
(D) For every maximal ideal M, R, is a free module of rank ~9 over 
.ZLM = pi, CT Cent(Q), and there exists A E Cent(R), A # M such that RA is 
free of the same rank over Zd . 
The proof of both statements is obtained simultaneously. 
simple algebra of order n2, hence if f1 ,..,, m2 ia a base of R/M then 
det[Tr,(~~~j)] # 0 in R/M. It follows by the commutative diagram of (C) 
that also .4 = det[Tr(z+J,)] + 0 since h # 0. These relation considered in 
Q, which also central simple of dim 9, implies that r1 >... 
over C = Cent Q. Let Y E R then Y = .2&ri , ci E C, an 
Tr(rrj) = i ci Tr(rdj) for j = I)..*, n. 
i=l 
Eliminating the ci by Cramer’s rule and noting that Tr(R) C R, one obtains 
that c&l = Ai E Cent(R). Thus, ci = Aid-l, and: hence, 
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by {re} over 2, and since the (ri) are independent over C, they are free 
generators as required. Furthermore, since h # 0, i.e., A I$ &f, and 
ci = Aid-l E Z, and the same argument implies that R&1 is free over Z, 
generated by the {ri}. 
(E) For every ideal m C Z = Cent(R); IISZ # Z &a$&es that 9JlR # R. 
The proof follows [l]. C onsider the left regular representation TIM of R 
where we choose a base (ri ; ri E R) of Ii, over Z, (which is also a base of Q 
over C), i.e., T,,,,(s) is the matrix of the coefficients (TJ, where sri = ziijrj . 
Since sR~ 2 R* , it follows that 7ij E Z, . Given a finite set of elements 
sr ,..., sK , the coefficient of the polynomial det[frT,(s,) + **- + &Tm(slc)] = 
h[&] in the 5’s will lie in Z, . A different choice of bases will yield matrices 
similar to TM(*), hence the coefficients of h[f] will lie in fi 2, = Z, by 
passing through all ideals M. 
Now, if %XR = R then 1 = mlsl + . ..+m.~,,m~~~forsomes~~R. 
Hence, 1 = det T,(l) = det[zmiT,(sJ] = h[mi] E m, i.e., %X = Z, which 
proves our assertion. 
The final step in the proof follows. 
(F) If R satisjes (1) and (2) of Th eorem 1, then R is an Axumaya algebra 
of rank nz. 
To prove that R is an Azumaya algebra we use the criterion that R is such 
if R is finitely generated and projective over Z = Cent R and for every 
maximal ideal %lI in Z, RjrrJrR is central simple of dimension n2 over Z/m 
[2, Theorem 4.1, p. 1041. 
Indeed, for every maximal ideal ‘$J in 2, %NR # R by (E); so let M 2 $JlR 
be a maximal ideal in R and thus also M n 2 = 91. It follows from (D) 
that there exists d 6 M n 2 = ‘$,I$ so there exists d 6 W such that R, is free 
over n2 over Z, . Hence, Theorem I(e) of [3] (p. 138) implies that R over Z 
is projective of rank ~2. 
Consider now the canonical homomorphism R/$Ji?R + RIM. Both are 
vector spaces over Zj%U _C Cent(R/M) by identifying Z/m with Z + M/M g 
Z/Z n M = Z/%X. Furthermore, A 6 %I, and, hence, there exists y E 2, 
yA E l(mod ‘9Jl) from which it follows immediately that {ri} of(D) generates 
also R/1)32R over Z/%JI. Hence, computing dimensions, we have 
n2 3 (R/%NR: Z/m) 3 (R/M: Z/!B2) > (R/M: Cent(R/M)) = n2. 
This requires equality to hold everywhere, and, hence, Z/!lJI = Cent(R/M) 
and RjIiBR = R/M. It follows no by (2) of Theorem 1 that R/%JlR is central 
simple of dim n2, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. Note that we have 
shown that M = ‘9XR. 
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PROOF 0F COROLLARY 2 
Let R be a prime ring satisfying Theorem 1, i.e., an Azumaya algebra of 
rank n2. 
Clearly Tr(R) is an ideal in 2 = Cent(R). If Tr(R) # R then (E) yields 
that Tr(R) # R. Let M >_ Tr(R)R be a maximal ideal in and consider 
the central simple algebra R/M. For r E R/M = R separable, it follows from -- 
the proof of (C) that TrM(Y) = Tr(r) E R. By the choice of M, this implies 
that TP.~(R) = 0, which is impossible for central simple algebras. 
To prove the second part of Corollary 2, consider the regular sensation 
&(r), r E R chosen with the aid of a base (ri> of R, over Z,, . elements 
of T,(r) lie in ZM, and, hence, its characteristic polynomial fJA] E Z,[A]* 
Passing to different ideals M, changes the matrices ?VLW(r) by similarity and 
hence do not change the coefficients of f&i]. C onsequiently, these coefficients 
belong to (J Z, = Z. The Hamilton-Cayley theorem states that 
&[T,,#(T)] = 0, and, hence, also fr[r] = 0. 
The fact that Tr(R) C R implies that Tr(r”) E Z = Cent(R) and, therefore, 
ifg,[A] = &+,P is the reduced characteristic polynomial of Y in Q then j! cj 
are po’lynomials in Tr(r$ I < v <j and hence j! cj E Z. Thus, if is an 
algebra over the rationals we actually have that the reduced polynomials 
of the elements of R lie in Z and so R over Z is algebraic of degree <lz. 
In the general case, it is only known that f$] = g,[A]fi, where fp is the 
characteristic polynomial of TM(r) the irreducible representation. 
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